
Quantum Information Seminar/WorkshopSummary for 29 June 2006: Robert GriÆths and Hsun-Hsien Chang(Version of 7/13/06)AbstratWe demonstrate that any one-qubit gate an be simulated in the luster-state model ofomputation. We also show that the ontrolled-phase gate an be eÆiently simulated, even ifthe gate ats on non-neighboring qubits. Sine these two sets of gates are universal for quantumomputation, and gate simulations an be onatenated (Se. II.D. of [2℄), the luster-statemodel is apable of eÆiently simulating any quantum iruit.1 One-qubit gatesAny one-qubit unitary U an be written in the following form:U = ZX�Z�; (1)where Z� = exp(�i�Z=2);X� = exp(�i�X=2): (2)We �rst show that one-qubit gates of the form X�Z� an be implemented (up to some Paulifators) with the following iruit:j i � Z� H mj+i � � Z�0 H nj+i � j�i = XnZmX�Z�j iFigure 1: Simulating one-qubit gates of the form XnZmX�Z�.Note that in the �rst row of the iruit in Fig. 1, the sequene of gates Z� and H, and measure-ment in the Z basis is atually implemented by a measurement in the eigenbasis of X�. Similarly,for the seond qubit, a measurement in the eigenbasis of X�0 is arried out. �0 = (�1)m� is adjustedaording to the result of the measurment on the �rst qubit.In order to prove that the iruit above does yield the desired state j�i, we onsider its atemporaldiagram, as shown in Fig. 2.We need to apply the result in Se. 3 of the notes of the last seminar. Considering the top halfof the diagram, a state XmHZ�j i is transmitted from above to the middle � objet. Using thesame result again, we get that the �nal output of the third qubit is XnHZ�0(XmHZ�)j i, whihis equal to XnZmX�Z�j i.The more general one-qubit unitary in (1) an be implemented in similar fashion. However, wean make the omputation simpler by using (almost only) gates of the form X�Z� and ontrolled-phase gates. If, for example, two one-qubit gates of the form (1) preede and follow a ontrolled-phase gate, the last Z gate preeding the ontrolled-phase an be moved through the ontrolled-phase and ombined with the �rst Z gate that follows, reduing the �rst of the gates to the X�Z�form. 1



 � Z� H mH+ � Z�0 H nH+ �Figure 2: The atemporal form of the iruit in Fig. 1In the disussions above, we have started with an arbitrary one-qubit state j i. But we an getj i by applying a one-qubit unitary (with the method above) on the j+i state. That is why onlythe j+i state is needed in the initialization step of luster-state omputation.2 Controlled-phase (CP) gatesTo do universal quantum omputation, we need to simulate an entangling gate on luster states.The following �gure shows a method to implement a ontrolled-phase gate on two qubits whih areseparated by two other qubits in a luster state.1 j i � Zn2 j+i � � H m3 j+i � � H n4 j�i � ZmFigure 3: Simulating the ontrolled-phase gate (on qubits 1 and 4).With the help of the diagram equalities introdued in the last seminar, it is not diÆult to seethat the iruit in Fig. 3 does simulate the ontrolled-phase gate.Another way to realize ontrolled-phase gates is simply using the CP gates that were arriedout in the preparation of the luster state. This means to exeute the CP gate before some othergates and measurements, whih at on di�erent qubits from those the CP gate ats on. Suhexhange of time order makes no di�erene in the result of the omputation.The problem left is to arry out CP gates between qubits that are far away from eah other.We an do this by transporting the two qubits to neighboring positions by a series of SWAP gates.The SWAP gate an be implemented with three CNOT gates, whih are equivalent to CP gates2



under loal unitaries. There may be other ways to do this. Raussendorf et al have designed asheme to realize CNOT gates between non-neighboring qubits (Se. IV.C. of [2℄).Referenes[1℄ R. Raussendorf and H.J. Briegel. A one-way quantum omputer. Phys. Rev. Lett., 86, 5188-5191(2001).[2℄ R. Raussendorf, D.E. Browne, H.J. Briegel. Measurement-based quantum omputation withluster states. Phys. Rev. A, 68, 022312(2003). arXiv:quant-ph/0301052.[3℄ M. A. Nielsen. Journal lub notes on the luster state model of quantum omputation.http://www.qinfo.org/q-by-measurement/luster-state.pdf.[4℄ M. A. Nielsen. Cluster-state quantum omputation. arXiv:quant-ph/0504097.[5℄ M. Hein, W. D�ur, J. Eisert, R. Raussendorf, M. Van den Nest, H.J. Briegel. Entanglement inGraph States and its Appliations. arXiv:quant-ph/0602096.[6℄ D. Shlingemann, R.F. Werner. Phys. Rev. A, 65, 012308(2002). arXiv:quant-ph/0012111.[7℄ M. A. Nielsen and I. L. Chuang, Quantum Computation and Quantum Information (CambridgeUniversity Press, 2000).[8℄ Robert B. GriÆths, Shengjun Wu, Li Yu, Sott M. Cohen. Atemporal diagrams for quantumiruits. Phys. Rev. A, 73, 052309(2006). arXiv:quant-ph/0507215.
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